We develop abc-logitboost, based on the prior work on abc-boost [10] and robust logitboost [11] . Our extensive experiments on a variety of datasets demonstrate the considerable improvement of abc-logitboost over logitboost and abc-mart.
, i = 1, 2, ..., N,
While traditional logistic regression assumes F i,k (x i ) = β T x i , logitboost and mart adopt the flexible "additive model," which is a function of M terms:
where h(x; a m ), the base learner, is typically a regression tree. The parameters, ρ m and a m , are learned from the data, by maximum likelihood, which is equivalent to minimizing the negative log-likelihood loss
where r i,k = 1 if y i = k and r i,k = 0 otherwise. For identifiability, the "sum-to-zero" constraint,
k=0 F i,k = 0, is usually adopted [7, 6, 17, 9, 16, 18 ].
Logitboost
As described in Alg. 1, [7] builds the additive model (2) by a greedy stage-wise procedure, using a second-order (diagonal) approximation, which requires knowing the first two derivatives of the loss function (3) with respective to the function values F i,k . [7] obtained:
Those derivatives can be derived by assuming no relations among F i,k , k = 0 to K − 1. However, [7] used the "sum-to-zero" constraint K−1 k=0 F i,k = 0 throughout the paper and they provided an alternative explanation. [7] showed (4) by conditioning on a "base class" and noticed the resultant derivatives are independent of the particular choice of the base class. LogitBoost[7, Alg. 6] . ν is the shrinkage (e.g., ν = 0.1).
Algorithm 1
0: r i,k = 1, if yi = k, r i,k = 0 otherwise. 1: F i,k = 0, p i,k = 1 K , k = 0 to K − 1, i = 1 to N 2: For m = 1 to M Do 3:
For k = 0 to K − 1, Do 4:
Compute w i,k = p i,k (1 − p i,k ).
5:
Compute z i,k = r i,k −p i,k p i,k (1−pi,k) .
6:
Fit the function f i,k by a weighted least-square of z i,k to xi with weights w i,k .
7:
At each stage, logitboost fits an individual regression function separately for each class. This is analogous to the popular individualized regression approach in multinomial logistic regression, which is known [3, 1] to result in loss of statistical efficiency, compared to the full (conditional) maximum likelihood approach.
On the other hand, in order to use trees as base learner, the diagonal approximation appears to be a must, at least from the practical perspective. [10] derived the derivatives of (3) under the sum-to-zero constraint. Without loss of generality, we can assume that class 0 is the base class. For any k = 0,
Adaptive Base Class Boost
The base class must be identified at each boosting iteration during training. [10] suggested an exhaustive procedure to adaptively find the best base class to minimize the training loss (3) at each iteration.
[10] combined the idea of abc-boost with mart. The algorithm, abc-mart, achieved good performance in multi-class classification on the datasets used in [10] .
Our Contributions
We propose abc-logitboost, by combining abc-boost with robust logitboost [11] .
Our extensive experiments will demonstrate that abc-logitboost can considerably improve logitboost and abc-mart on a variety of datasets.
Robust Logitboost
Our work is based on robust logitboost [11] , which differs from the original logitboost algorithm. Thus, this section provides an introduction to robust logitboost. [6, 8] commented that logitboost (Alg. 1) can be numerically unstable. The original paper [7] suggested some "crucial implementation protections" on page 17 of [7] :
• In Line 5 of Alg. 1, compute the response z i,k by
• Bound the response |z i,k | by z max ∈ [2, 4] .
Note that the above operations are applied to each individual sample. The goal is to ensure that the response |z i,k | is not too large (Note that |z i,k | > 1 always). On the other hand, we should hope to use larger |z i,k | to better capture the data variation. Therefore, the thresholding occurs very frequently and it is expected that some of the useful information is lost.
[11] demonstrated that, if implemented carefully, logitboost is almost identical to mart. The only difference is the tree-splitting criterion.
The Tree-Splitting Criterion Using the Second-Order Information
Consider N weights w i , and N response values z i , i = 1 to N , which are assumed to be ordered according to the sorted order of the corresponding feature values. The tree-splitting procedure is to find the index s, 1 ≤ s < N , such that the weighted mean square error (MSE) is reduced the most if split at s. That is, we seek s to maximize
. After simplification, we obtain
Because the computations involve p i,k (1 − p i,k ) as a group, this procedure is actually numerically stable.
In comparison, mart [6] only used the first order information to construct the trees, i.e.,
The Robust Logitboost Algorithm
Algorithm 2 Robust logitboost, which is very similar to mart, except for Line 4.
1:
with weights p i,k (1 − p i,k ) as in Section 2.1.
5:
Alg. 2 describes robust logitboost using the tree-splitting criterion developed in Section 2.1. Note that after trees are constructed, the values of the terminal nodes are computed by
, which explains Line 5 of Alg. 2.
Three Main Parameters: J, ν, and M
Alg. 2 has three main parameters, to which the performance is not very sensitive, as long as they fall in some reasonable range. This is a very significant advantage in practice.
The number of terminal nodes, J, determines the capacity of the base learner. [6] suggested J = 6. [7, 18] commented that J > 10 is unlikely. In our experience, for large datasets (or moderate datasets in highdimensions), J = 20 is often a reasonable choice; also see [12] .
The shrinkage, ν, should be large enough to make sufficient progress at each step and small enough to avoid over-fitting. [6] suggested ν ≤ 0.1. Normally, ν = 0.1 is used.
The number of iterations, M , is largely determined by the affordable computing time. A commonly-regarded merit of boosting is that over-fitting can be largely avoided for reasonable J and ν.
Adaptive Base Class Logitboost
Algorithm 3 Abc-logitboost using the exhaustive search strategy for the base class, as suggested in [10] . The vector B stores the base class numbers.
The recently proposed abc-boost [10] algorithm consists of two key components:
1. Using the widely-used sum-to-zero constraint [7, 6, 17, 9, 16, 18] on the loss function, one can formulate boosting algorithms only for K − 1 classes, by using one class as the base class.
2. At each boosting iteration, adaptively select the base class according to the training loss. [10] suggested an exhaustive search strategy.
[10] combined abc-boost with mart to develop abc-mart. [10] demonstrated the good performance of abcmart compared to mart. This study will illustrate that abc-logitboost, the combination of abc-boost with (robust) logitboost, will further reduce the test errors, at least on a variety of datasets.
Alg. 3 presents abc-logitboost, using the derivatives in (5) and the same exhaustive search strategy as in abc-mart. Again, abc-logitboost differs from abc-mart only in the tree-splitting procedure (Line 5 in Alg. 3). Table 1 lists the datasets in our experiments, which include all the datasets used in [10] , plus Mnist10k 2 . Note that Zipcode, Otpdigits, and Isolet are very small datasets (especially the testing sets). They may not necessarily provide a reliable comparison of different algorithms. Since they are popular datasets, we nevertheless include them in our experiments.
Experiments
Recall logitboost has three main parameters, J, ν, and M . Since overfitting is largely avoided, we simply let M = 10000 (M = 5000 only for Covertype), unless the machine zero is reached. The performance is not sensitive to ν (as long as ν ≤ 0.1). The performance is also not too sensitive to J in a good range.
Ideally, we would like to show that, for every reasonable combination of J and ν (using M as large as possible), abc-logitboost exhibits consistent improvement over (robust) logitboost. For most datasets, we experimented with every combination of J ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20} and ν ∈ {0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1}.
We provide a summary of the experiments after presenting the detailed results on Mnist10k.
Experiments on the Mnist10k Dataset
For this dataset, we experimented with every combination of J ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20} and ν ∈ {0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1}. We trained till the loss (3) reached the machine zero, to exhaust the capacity of the learner so that we could provide a reliable comparison, up to M = 10000 iterations. Figures 1 and 2 present the mis-classification errors for every ν, J, and M :
• Essentially no ovefitting is observed, especially for abc-logitboost. This is why we simply report the smallest test error in Table 2 .
• The performance is not sensitive to ν.
• The performance is not very sensitive to J, for J = 8 to 20.
Interestingly, abc-logitboost sometimes needed more iterations to reach machine zero than logitboost. This can be explained in part by the fact that the "ν" in logitboost is not precisely the same "ν" in abc-logitboost [10] . This is also why we would like to experiment with a range of ν values. Table 2 summarizes the smallest test mis-classification errors along with the relative improvements (denoted by R err ) of abc-logitboost over logitboost. For most J and ν, abc-logitboost exhibits about R err = 12 ∼ 15(%) smaller test mis-classification errors than logitboost. The P -values range from 1.9×10 −10 to 3.9×10 −5 , although they are not reported in Table 2 . Table 2 : Mnist10k. The test mis-classification errors of logitboost and abc-logitboost, along with the relative improvement R err (%). For each J and ν, we report the smallest values in Figures 1 and 2 . Each cell contains three numbers, which are logitboost error, abc-logitboost error, and relative improvement R err (%). The original abc-boost paper [10] did not include experiments on Mnist10k. Thus, in this study, Table 3 summarizes the smallest test mis-classification errors for mart and abc-mart. Again, we can see very consistent and considerable improvement of abc-mart over mart. Also, comparing Tables 2 and 3 , we can see that abclogitboost also significantly improves abc-mart. Table 3 : Mnist10k. The test mis-classification errors of mart and abc-mart, along with the relative improvement R err (%). For each J and ν, we report the smallest values in Figures 1 and 2 . Each cell contains three numbers, which are mart error, abc-mart error, and relative improvement R err (%). Table 4 also includes the test errors for abc-mart and the P -values (i.e., P -value (2)) for testing the statistical significance if abc-logitboost achieved smaller error rates than abcmart. The comparisons indicate that there is a clear performance gap between abc-logitboost and abc-mart, especially on the large datasets. Table 5 summarizes the smallest test mis-classification errors of logitboost and abc-logitboost, along with the relative improvements (R err ). Since this is a fairly large dataset, we only experimented with ν = 0.1 and J = 10 and 20. The results on Covertype are reported differently from other datasets. Covertype is fairly large. Building a very large model (e.g., M = 5000 boosting steps) would be expensive. Testing a very large model at run-time can be costly or infeasible for certain applications (e.g., search engines). Therefore, it is often important to examine the performance of the algorithm at much earlier boosting iterations. Table 5 shows that abc-logitboost may improve logitboost as much as R err ≈ 20%, as opposed to the reported R err = 9.9% in Table 4 . Table 6 : Letter2k. The test mis-classification errors of logitboost and abc-logitboost, along with the relative improvement R err (%). Each cell contains three numbers, which are logitboost error, abc-logitboost error, and relative improvement R err (%). 
Summary of Test Mis-Classification Errors

Experiments on the Covertype Dataset
Experiments on the Letter2k Dataset
Experiments on the Letter Dataset
Experiments on the Isolet Dataset
For this dataset, [10] only experimented with ν = 0.1 for mart and abc-mart. We add the experiment results for ν = 0.06. Table 13 : Isolet. The test mis-classification errors of mart and abc-mart, along with the relative improvement R err (%). 
Conclusion
Multi-class classification is a fundamental task in machine learning. This paper presents the abc-logitboost algorithm and demonstrates its considerable improvements over logitboost and abc-mart on a variety of datasets.
There is one interesting UCI dataset named Poker, with 25K training samples and 1 million testing samples. Our experiments showed that abc-boost could achieve an accuracy > 90% (i.e., the error rate < 10%). Interestingly, using LibSVM, an accuracy of about 60% was obtained 3 . We will report the results in a separate paper.
